
R = 124 

G = 201 

B = 69
#7CC945

R = 254

G = 147 

B = 31
#FE931F

R = 180

G = 233

B = 255

#B4E9FF

R = 255 

G = 124 

B = 173

#FF7CAD

B I N G O

So much 
spandex your 

legs choke!

The top of 
your Upitees 

show
Bedazzlement

You take 4 
different sizes of 
the same pair 
of jeans into 

the fitting room

Tears of joy

“Oh, is that 
back in style 

again?”

You have the 
exact same pair 

at home, but 
the ones in the 
store don’t fit

The perfect 
wash

Same cut, 
same size, 

different color, 
doesn’t fit

3-way mirror

A really 
wonderful 

salesperson
Yellow lighting

FREE 
SPACE

Taking a break 
for an adult 

beverage

Your butt 
looks 

AWESOME

You can’t pull 
them all the 

way up
Acid wash

Fit in the hips, 
but not the 

waist

Need to be 
hemmed

The waist 
comes up to 
your armpits 

(or a close 
approximation)

Ethically made

You take 4 
different pairs 
of jeans, all the 
same size, into 

the fitting room

Tears of 
despair The perfect fit! Getting 

hangry!

Dreaded Denim Shopping
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R = 124 

G = 201 

B = 69
#7CC945

R = 254

G = 147 

B = 31
#FE931F

R = 180

G = 233

B = 255

#B4E9FF

R = 255 

G = 124 

B = 173

#FF7CAD

B I N G O

Fit in the waist 
but not the 

hips

The perfect 
wash

So much 
spandex your 

legs choke!

The top of your 
Upitees show 3-way mirror

Bedazzlement Your butt looks 
AWESOME!

Your third 
store

Taking a break 
for an adult  

beverage

Same cut, 
same size, 

different color, 
doesn’t fit.

Tears of joy Likely sweat-
shop made

FREE 
SPACE

Cat whiskers

You take 4 
different sizes of 
the same pair 
of jeans into the 

fitting room

You take 4 
different pairs 
of jeans, all the 
same size into 
the fitting room

Getting 
hangry!

Fit in the hips, 
but not the 

waist

A really 
wonderful 

salesperson

You have the 
exact same 

pair at home, 
but these 
don’t fit

Made in the 
USA

The perfect fit Getting ready 
for the flood

“Oh, is that 
back in style 

again?”

You can’t pull 
them all the 

way up

Dreaded Denim Shopping
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R = 124 

G = 201 

B = 69
#7CC945

R = 254

G = 147 

B = 31
#FE931F

R = 180

G = 233

B = 255

#B4E9FF

R = 255 

G = 124 

B = 173

#FF7CAD

B I N G O

“Oh, is that 
back in style 

again?”

Same cut, 
same size, 

different color, 
doesn’t fit

3-way mirror Ethically made

You discover 
a size you 
had never 

even heard of 
before

The top of 
your Upitees 

show

Your butt looks 
awesome

You take 4 
different sizes of 
the same pair 
of jeans into the 

fitting room 

Need to be 
hemmed

Likely 
sweatshop 

made

A really 
wonderful 

salesperson
Bedazzlement

FREE 
SPACE

The perfect 
wash

You have the 
exact same 

pair at home, 
but these 
don’t fit

Getting 
hangry!

Taking a break 
for an adult 

beverage

You take 4 
different pairs 
of jeans, all the 
same size into 
the fitting room

You can’t pull 
them all the 

way up
The perfect fit!

The waist 
comes up to 
your armpits 

(or a close 
approximation)

Fits in the hips, 
but not the 

waist

So much 
spandex your 

legs choke!
Tears of joy Yellow lighting

Dreaded Denim Shopping
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